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Iran’s Supreme Leader asks:

ARE THE DARK AGES OVER?
http://english.khamenei.ir/ 27January 2016

*http://english.khamenei.ir/d/2016/01/27/0/1387.mp4
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*http://www.heute.at/news/welt/Khamenei-leugnet-inVideo-erneut-den-Holocaust;art23661,1254053
*http://www.timesofisrael.com/khamenei-airsholocaust-denial-video-on-international-remembranceday/
*http://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/Iran/VIDEO-Itsnot-clear-if-the-Holocaust-is-a-reality-or-not-Iranssupreme-leader-says-443006
*http://www.businessinsider.de/khamenei-holocaustremembrance-video-denial-2016-1?r=US&IR=T

*http://europe.newsweek.com/irans-ayatollahkhamenei-posts-holocaust-denial-video-remembranceday-420511
*http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middlee
ast/iran/12126576/Supreme-leader-of-Iran-marksHolocaust-Memorial-Day-by-publishing-Holocaustdenying-video.html
*http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middleeast/iran-s-supreme-leader-ali-khamenei-questionedhistorical-authenticity-of-holocaust-in-video-posteda6838801.html

IRI (Iran) vs. JWC: Land of Hope vs. Power of Darkness

__________________________________________________
THE BALLOCAUST

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXQfHeQK7Eg

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“BALLOCAUST” BACKLASH
Tooele High School parents upset over alleged anti-semitic tweets
By KIMBERLY NELSON | knelson@good4utah.com Published 01/29 2016 08:51PM Updated 01/30 2016 01:55PM

TOOELE, Utah (ABC 4 News) - Spirit week took a nasty
turn at Tooele High School after a student dodgeball
team named themselves "Ballocaust." They're also
accused of making anti-semitic posts on social media.

Good 4 Utah was made aware of the situation by a
concerned parent. The parent didn't care to share their
name but said, "Those kids were able to wear those
shirts on the court at a school sponsored activity. Their
name was announced over the PA address system with
many students present at that school sponsored activity.
Someone should have put a stop to it."
Not only is the name disturbing to some, the parent we
spoke with says some of the students on the dodgeball
team took to twitter to trash-talk.
"When I talked to my child they showed me tweets that
had been sent out involving photographs of Adolf Hitler
showing joy when the Ballocaust was about to happen,
showing sadness when the Ballocaust was over."
The trash talking continued with another student
responding with, "your team about to fall harder than
Anne Frank."
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The parent told Good 4 Utah, "I find it disturbing, first of
all Wednesday was the U.N. sanctioned day or the U.N.
day for national holocaust memorial and remembrance
and I find it very disturbing that we can make a
mockery, in today's day and age, that we make a
mockery of an event where millions of people lost their
lives."

We reached out to the district office and spoke with the
Tooele County School District Assistant Superintendent.
She says she spoke to the principal of the school and
says he's taking appropriate actions, but when we called
Principal Jeff Hamm to get a better understand of what
those appropriate actions were, he didn't return our call.
http://www.good4utah.com/news/tooele-high-schoolparents-upset-over-alleged-anti-semitic-tweets

____________________________________________________
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More and More Ukrainians Waking Up from Maidan-Induced Stupor

Deep seated Russian sympathy, history, and identity cannot be eradicated
from Ukraine, try as some extremists might
Zakhar Prilepin
(Svobodnaya Pressa)
29 January 2016
At first they were sure that ‘Ukrainians will change their
perhaps largest group tends to go from one to the other,
minds’ – when the economy is in ruins. Then they
but at bottom, they have no opinion.
realized they won’t change their minds because the
During escalations of conflict and hence of exasperation,
worse the situation is inside Ukraine, the more the
only the first group is heard. Yet it is naïve to believe
Maidaners hate Russia. It seems the reality is both more
that all of Ukraine is intimidated by torch-light
complex and simpler. You do not need to unify Ukraine’s
processions and exhibitions of force.
40 million people: they can’t be painted with the same
In Kharkov in 2014, Russian-friendly protests gathered a
brush.
hundred thousand people. These people exist in every
A large part of society will never change its mind,
large Ukrainian city – they may be fewer than in
becoming ever more wicked. Another large segment
Kharkov, but they are millions.
identifies with Russia; in fact, millions of people in
Ukraine consider themselves as Russians. The third and
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Anti-Maidan and pro-Russian rally in Kharkov in Spring
2014

A moment of ‘truth’ happened recently on Russian liberal
journalist Mathew Ganapolskiy’s show on Ukrainian TV
that supports Kiev’s ‘anti-terrorist operation’.
He posted the question: ‘Are Ukrainians ready for the
Donbass parties and politicians to take part in all-Ukraine
elections? ’. Forty thousand people phoned in –
exceeding every other poll in number of respondents.
Until the last minute, 52% had voted for the Donbass to
join the Ukraine political scene, while 48% were against.
In the last minute the percentage evened up to 50:50.
Ganapolskiy tried to remain calm, as if nothing important
was happening. Russian ‘imperialists’ have always been
claiming that Ukraine was ‘split in two’.
An unsustainable social situation in Ukraine, a ‘Crimea
blockade’, fights in the Verkhovna Rada, Saakashvili
confronting Avakov, the obvious dependency of the
Ukrainian authorities on the US, the conviction that it is
impossible to solve the conflict in Donbass by military
means – strange as it may seem, these factors allowed
part of Ukrainian society to lift its head up.

Responsible people in Ukraine understand that there is
no Ukraine without trade with Russia. The West’s
friendly, warm-hearted love for Ukraine is the greatest lie
of the century. The head of French intelligence just
stated that the USA lied about the Russian army being
present in Ukraine. It’s clear that NATO won’t come to
the rescue, and Obama is a lame duck.
Strange as it might seem, only Russia can guarantee
Ukraine’s independence.
The atmosphere in Ukraine is changing, as yet
imperceptibly.
Ukrainians increasingly go to Russian state TV and
Internet media - more often than that of the liberal
opposition.
While in the Donbass where I work and spend more time
than at home, I learned an interesting statistic: more
Ukrainian soldiers defect to the Donbass than the other
way round.
On the map, the Donbass is a small piece of a vast
country. But it has something that makes people believe
in this side, its truth and its force.
We really can’t say goodbye to Ukraine as a whole.
The author is a famous Russian writer and left-wing
activist whose books have been translated into
seventeen languages. He has reported widely from war
torn Donbass
Originally appeared at Svobodnaya Pressa. Translated by
Julie Rakhmetova and Rhod Mackenzie
http://russia-insider.com/en/ukraine-not-all-lostcommon-sense/ri12450

________________________________________________
OPINION

ANNE FRANK'S STEPSISTER: 'DONALD TRUMP IS ACTING LIKE HITLER'
BY EVA SCHLOSS ON 1/27/16 AT 4:17 PM
depressed by the current situation. The experience of the
Syrian refugees is similar to what we went through.
I was 11 years old when my family first immigrated to
Belgium [after Hitler annexed Austria in 1938]. We were
treated as if we had come from the moon. I felt as if I
wasn’t wanted and that I was different to everybody. It is
even harder for today’s Syrian refugees who have a very
different culture. We were Europeans as well as Jews—
we were assimilated. I was shocked that I wasn’t
accepted like an ordinary person. I am very upset that
today again so many countries are closing their borders.
Fewer people would have died in the Holocaust if the
world had accepted more Jewish refugees.
Britain is not taking many refugees from Syria and it’s a
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks
problem. Now, David Cameron’s government say they
during a campaign event in Iowa on January 26, 2016.
might take in 3,000 unaccompanied children who have
Anne Frank's stepsister has criticized his stance on the
refugee crisis.J O E R A E D L E / G E T T Y I M A G E S
arrived in Europe. It
sounds similar to the
Eva Schloss, 86, is an Auschwitz survivor and the
Kindertransport [the informal name of a series of refugee
stepsister of Anne Frank. Both Frank and Schloss
efforts which brought thousands of refugee Jewish
wereJewish refugees in Amsterdam together and the pair
children to Britain from Nazi Germany between 1938 and
played together as children until their families were
1940]. The Kindertransport was wonderful in one way
forced into hiding in 1942. After the war, Otto Frank
but on the other hand, most of the children never saw
(Anne’s father) married Fritzi (Eva’s mother). Eva
their parents again. It was a terrible thing to separate
Schloss is the co-founder of the Anne Frank Trust UK
those parents from their children.
and the author of several books about her experiences
Germany has so far taken in over a million refugees and
during the Holocaust.
the country has not gone under. Their government has
The theme of this year’s Holocaust Memorial Day is
organised their response very well every area gets
“Don’t stand by”. This is particularly important now with
allocated a certain number of refugees based on their
the refugee crisis going on as more people than ever are
population and they get an appropriate amount of money
being bystanders. We haven't really learnt anything—I’m
from the federal government. Recently, I visited a
refugee centre in the German town of Weimar where
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there
was
a
lovely
community
atmosphere.
Schoolchildren came to give language lessons and people
in the town brought food.
This is not just a European problem, it’s a global
problem. If countries as big as the U.S. and Canada
would take in more people, then we would get much
closer to a solution. If Donald Trump become the next
president of the U.S. it would be a complete disaster. I
think he is acting like another Hitler by inciting racism.
During
his
U.S.
presidential
campaign
he
has suggested the “total and complete shutdown of
Muslims entering the United States," as well as pledging
to build a wall between the U.S. and Mexico to keep
illegal immigrants out.
I travelled to America last year to speak at screenings of
the documentary film, No Asylum, which reveals an
unknown chapter of Anne Frank’s life, and details how
her father, Otto, struggled to obtain visas to the U.S. in

1940. He tried everything to save his family from the
Holocaust. He knew someone who worked in Roosevelt’s
administration and begged him to do anything possible,
but in the end his request was rejected. America didn’t
want to take any more refugees in the 1940s.
The situation today is worse than it was under Hitler
because at that time all the Allies—the U.S., Russia and
Britain—worked together to combat the terrible threat of
Nazisim. If we don't work together, the world will never
be able to resolve the threats it faces today. I don’t think
getting rid of the Schengen Agreement is the correct
response. I remember how upset the world was when the
Berlin Wall was erected in 1961 and now everybody is
building walls aga////////////in to keep people out. It’s
absurd.
As told to Serena Kutchinsky
http://www.newsweek.com/holocaust-memorial-dayanne-frank-refugee-crisis-donald-trump-420312

_____________________________________________

What kind of game is this?
-------------------------------------------------------------

Staff at Paris airport angry after finding fake bombs ordered by American embassy
The exercise was called “irresponsible”
28 January 2016
A SECURITY EXERCISE gone wrong saw tempers flare in
A security source at the airport said the devices were
a Paris airport, after fake explosive devices were
actually decoys bound for the US embassy in Tunisia that
discovered by FedEx workers in a ripped package,
were being used for a training exercise.
sources told AFP.
“This type of delivery is not common, but sometimes
Employees of the American courier service at Charles de
takes place,” the source told AFP. “This is just the first
Gaulle airport were shocked to find a pressure cooker
time that a package has been opened.”
filled with nuts and bolts inside a package in transit from
But Petit slammed the exercise as “irresponsible,” given
the US to Tunisia.
the heightened security concerns since the Paris attacks
On further inspection they discovered a container of
in November, when jihadists killed 130 people.
other similar devices, along with what appeared to be
“Nobody was aware of this cargo,” he said, adding that
detonators, said Frederic Petit, who represents the
FedEx employees want to see such parcels banned from
company’s employees for the CGT union.
transit through France.
© – AFP, 2016
The staff alerted authorities of “imminent danger,” and
*The French justice minister has quit after a huge row
officials arrived to test the device using sniffer dogs and
about terrorism
X-ray machines.

______________________________________________

Israel Demands World Internet Censorship
JANUARY 25, 2016 BY TNO STAFF— IN MIDDLE EAST · 30 COMMENTS
The Israeli Public Security Minister Gilad Erdan has
The legislation would have common features, such as
unveiled plans to censor the Internet’s worldwide social
defining what constitutes incitement and what the
media platforms with the building of an “international
responsibilities of social networks regarding it are, a
coalition” to counter criticism of Israel.
spokesman for the minister told the Israeli-based
newspaper.
“Companies that do not comply will find themselves
hauled into court, paying a penalty,” he added.
According to the plan, the participating countries would
be part of a “loose coalition that would keep an eye on
content and where it was being posted, and members of
the coalition would work to demand that the platforms
remove the content that was posted in any of their
countries at the request of members.”
“This is a perfectly logical and just project,” Erdan’s
spokesperson said. “If a hotel was being used as a venue
for a hate group, we would demand that the hotel break
its contract, and we would lean on other hotels to abstain
According to an article in the Times of Israel, Erdan’s
from hosting them, so that the hate group would not be
plan calls for “developing legislation in conjunction with
able to hold its event. This is no different.”
European countries,” most of which “are very interested
Although the Israelis are attempting to disguise the
in this idea.”
project as a counter to Palestinians posting “violence
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promoting material” on the Internet, it is clear that the
extension of this “coalition” has a far wider scope.
Justifying the plan, Erdan’s office used an example of a
Palestinian who allegedly posted up a body chart showing
where the best places were to stab someone fatally—
apparently a reference to the recent spate of knife
attacks on Jews in Israel.
The number of postings of that nature are, however, tiny
in comparison to the volume of material going up on the
Internet, and there are already more than sufficient
methods in place to deal with such incidents and get
them removed.

Nonetheless, Erdan’s spokesman said the “coalition”
would “force the world’s leading social media giants to
prevent their platforms from being abused to peddle
incitement to terrorism.”
The social media giants “make millions but claim they are
not responsible for content, and that they only provide a
platform,” a spokesperson for Erdan told the Times of
Israel. “That is not going to wash. We are planning to put
a stop to this irresponsibility, and we are going to do it
as part of an international coalition that has had enough
of this behavior as well.”
http://newobserveronline.com/israel-demands-worldinternet-censorship/
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Willis Carto will be laid to rest at Arlington National Cemetery
on Wednesday, 17 February 2016 at 2 p.m.

Family and Friends who wish to attend will meet
at the Administration Building, Main Entrance, one
hour earlier at 1 p.m. with their cars.
There will be a graveside service.
Willis will be buried with full military honors.
Willis A. Carto, American Patriot
Willis Carto, World War Two veteran and recipient

Arlington National Cemetery - the final resting

place for
heroes.

many

of

the

nation's

greatest

of the Purple Heart, a United States military
decoration given to those wounded or killed whilst
serving.

'Our Most sacred Shrine'

Willis Carto, Rest in Peace!

______________________________________________________
Willis Carto gets his due
Published by Carolyn on Fri, 2016-01-29 02:30
military honors, according to his wife Elisabeth. He
fought in World War II, serving in the Philippines, and
was decorated with the Purple Heart.
Willis was born in July 1926 and died last year on Oct.
16th at the age of 89. He spent his adult life after the
war advancing the ideas of the political right and
Nationalism—against the New World Order being
imposed by the victorious Allies and their Jewish
Willis Carto will be laid to rest at Arlington National
accomplices.
Cemetery on Wednesday, February 17 with full
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In his long career he published newspapers, magazines
and books, and formed successful organizations such as
Liberty Lobby and the Institute for Historical Review, a
revisionist history organization. The Barnes Review
magazine and American Free Press newspaper are
current Carto projects. Several books have been written
about him.
I think we all owe him a great deal of respect and
gratitude, and I am very glad he will be buried at

Arlington. Family and friends are invited to attend the 2
p.m. graveside service on Feb. 17; to meet one hour
ahead of time at the Main Entrance to the Administration
Building with their cars. For more about Carto, see two
very different obituaries, one by Sam Dickson and one
by John de Nugent.
http://carolynyeager.net/willis-carto-gets-his-due

__________________________________________________

In memoriam Willis Allison Carto
October 30, 2015 John de Nugent
One of the greatest American patriots, Willis Allison Carto, has peacefully passed away at home on
Monday, October 26, 2015, after doing more than any one person, for over five decades, to draw attention
to the New World Order.

Metapedia on Willis Carto:
http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Willis_Carto
We owed him –the original and true IHR (Institute for
Historical Review) in southern California, which funded
and organized revisionists who disproved the defamatory
Holocaust lie (I assisted a bit there with fundraising and
other things, and translated there for a Dutch speaker);
–the Spotlight newspaper - at one time, with 360,000
subscribers and 60 employees – on Capitol Hill in
Washington DC, newspaper of the organization Liberty
Lobby: http://www.libertylobby.org/misc/llhistory.html

HQ of Liberty Lobby and the Spotlight newspaper, across
from the Library of Congress

www.americanfreepress.net)

–and
the Barnes
Review magazine
www.barnesreview.org – also on Pennsylvania Avenue
in Washington DC until the Maryland move – a historical
magazine that deals with race, Jews, Hitler, Germany,
true American history, and ancient mysteries.
I have written many articles for them –
https://www.johndenugent.com/wn-biography-ofjdn/about-john/important-articles-and-threads/)

Michael Collins Piper’s distinguished career as a writer
and radio host would never have been possibly without
Willis Allison Carto, and IMO Piper’s book Final
Judgment — about the true culprits behind the JFK
assassination — will be seen by future historians as
extremely important in making the whole world antiJewish.

In a nutshell, Piper proves once and for all that the
Israelis were behind the murder of this still-revered man
because Kennedy was preventing them from getting
nuclear weapons.
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http://www.countercurrents.com/2015/10/rememberin
g-willis-carto-july-17-1926-october-26-2015/,…
and

feeling the tone and content were positive but a wee bit
supercilious, unfair and disrespectful, I submitted the
following, which Counter-Currents did not run.
(Are they in bed with the traitor Mark Weber, who now
ludicrously
says
the
Holocaust
did
happen,
thus contradicting his own testimony under oath about
the dubious parts of the Joseph Goebbels diaries, which
Weber gave at the Toronto, Canada Ernst Zündel trial?):
***
.
In memoriam Willis Carto, 89, a great man I worked for
1987-93 and 2005-2008.

I have proven — inspired by Piper’s masterpiece,
that Kennedy was secretly very antisemitic—
https://www.johndenugent.com/the-jewish-war-onthe-kennedys/ — but that Lyndon Johnson was a half-

Jew AND the key figure in the plot to murder Kennedy —
https://www.johndenugent.com/the-jewish-war-on-thekennedys/lyndon-johnsons-jewish-mother-and-the1967-israeli-attack-on-the-uss-liberty/.

On the phone, Willis said to me last year that he really
appreciated reading my essays on JFK and LBJ, and
exclaimed: “Who would have thought that Kennedy was
not the liberal he seemed to be, and that we all thought
he was!”
After reading the following article on the life and
passing of Mr. Carto,

.
Willis was like a father figure to many a young man in
our cause. I revere his memory.
.
He was a true idealist, who could have made millions as
a corporate lawyer or country-club Republican like his
(and for that matter, my) father.
.
I do not agree that he was naive. He was actually feisty
and nobody’s fool during his entire life, and, to be
frank, somewhat abrasive when he was younger, but he
mellowed a good deal in later years, which I highly
appreciated and respected in him.
.
Those who knew Willis (as I did for 28 years) and have
read George Michael’s excellent book on him
http://www.amazon.com/Willis-Carto-American-FarRight/dp/0813031982) admit that Willis did make some
unnecessary enemies (and I quit on him once myself, in
1993,

.

…but what I saw was a man who evolved spiritually after
the Weber treason, and was mostly a delight to be
around in the final ten years I knew him…
.…humorous, vigorous and courageous, friendly but not a
time-waster, always busy and systematic, with a
businessman’s sense of time and other resources, a man
who got his magazines and newspapers out on time, and,
to the relief of many a starving idealist, he sure met
our payrolls on time.
.
In age of beta males, metrosexuals and “low-T,” Willis
Carto was a man’s man.
.
As for his critic, Keith Stimely, de mortuis nul nisi bonum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_mortuis_nil_nisi_bonu
m. Stimely was never married and died at 35 — I know

why — but Carto was a married man whose attractive
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and energetic wife, Elizabeth née Oldemeir of Germany,
was totally supportive of him, his views, values and
projects,
during
their marriage
which
lasted
from 1958 until his death last week.
.

Elisabeth and Willis Carto

opposed the federal government, the CIA, the IRS, bogus
psychiatric drugs, etc. They seemed a good ally. Later,
Carto hired Mark Weber as a writer and editor.
.
In 1993, however, partly because of a huge bequest
from the millionaire niece of inventor Thomas Edison,
and
partly
because
of
various
conflicts
and
disagreements, where the Cartos were not always
tactful, Marcellus and Weber literally, and I do
mean literally, pushed Carto and his wife out the
door at gunpoint. After that, federal court after federal
court ruled — suspiciously — in favor of Weber and
Marcellus and against Carto.

.
Weber’s seizure of the IHR led to the Scientology cult
getting a long-sought 501(c)(3), tax-deductible status
from the IRS, which organization the Ron Hubbard
cult had opposed, demonized and vituperated for
decades!
.
Amazingly and suspiciously, the “Holocaust-denying” IHR
and its affiliate, the Hitler-glorifying Noontide Press, also
suddenly received IRS tax-free status — meaning
government
recognition
as
a “public-benefit
corporation” — AFTER WEBER THREW OUT THE FOUNDER,
WILLIS CARTO!

.
I knew the man very, very well, and was associate editor
of The Barnes Review in 2005-06.
.
Let us face it:
.
WNism attracts some extreme people…. rebels,
narcissists, prima donnas — AND some FBI infiltrators,
AND also some blackmailable and bribable individuals of
weak character whom the FBI “turns.”
.
One cannot blame Willis for the outright traitors… the
subversion was deliberate, planned and scientifically
executed. Willis was a huge target and the jew-run
government has vast resources.
.
The IHR case, to get specific, was to me exactly as Carto
said: a Scientology plot that used their man, Tom
Marcellus,
and
exploited
Mark
Weber’s
narcissism. (Nota bene that I personally knew well
everyone involved on all sides, and at one time
sympathized a bit with Weber, or rather “saw both sides”
of the conflict.)
.
To explain this conflict: In 1978 Carto founded the IHR to
debunk the Holocaust, and in 1981 he hired Scientologist
Marcellus to run it. At the time it was a sound decision,
because Marcellus was focused, businesslike, and
efficient, AND the Scientologists were powerful, very
organized, would hit their enemies hard, and also

So we see whom the
they hated.

.
government liked, and

whom

.
Weber in 2015; both Carto and Dr. William Pierce (for
whom I worked 1981-84) suspected Weber might be
part-Jewish.

Weber’s assignment (whether he was a knowing pawn or
not):
.
*Bankrupt Carto and run the IHR into the ground.
.
*Now Scientology is filthy-rich because all donations and
bequests are tax-deductible.
.
I served in Marine Corps intelligence as an interrogator. I
say:
.
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Until we follow the common-sense methods of Irish hero
Michael Collins, who understood that traitors and
infiltrators are the key problem we face, we shall never
win.
.

.
Farewell, Willis, dear old friend. You were a revered
father figure to several generations of us.
.
The best way to truly honor Willis Carto now is 1) to
make an new effort to be mellow with our friends — and
2) never, ever mellow toward our foe.
.
Willis spent his life fighting this foe.
.
The most harrowing work I ever did for his Barnes
Review magazine (with comrade Roy Armstrong) was the
translation into English of a 55-page German book review
by German historian Udo Walendy. It was the German’s
critical discussion
of
Alexander
Solzhenitsyn’s
monumental
2002
book Two
Hundred
Years
Together, which is about the relation between the
Russian people and the Jews.
.

nine months to translate. I had to take a one-week
breather between translation sessions.
I suggest everyone read it in pdf form:
http://www.vho.org/aaargh/fran/livres10/WALENDYsol
je.pdf.

.
After you read this, only a FOOL would not work 24/7 to
prevent a total Jew takeover of America. Soviet Russia
under the Jews was a LIVING HELL OF indescribable
misery, fear, pain and death.
.

.

.
Willis Carto spent his life to awaken us to the nightmare
that is Talmudic Jewry.

.

Shakespeare (IMO, he was actually Edward de Vere, the
Earl of Oxford) has Prince Hamlet say of a deceased
friend, and I say of Willis Allison Carto:
“He was a man,
take him for all in all,
I shall not look
upon his like again.”

.

.
It was so horrifying to read how the Jews tortured and
killed the innocent Russian people by the tens of millions
from 1917-57 (when the gulag closed) that it took me

…..slanted NY Times obituary
http://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/11/02/us/willis-cartofar-right-figure-and-holocaust-denier-dies-at89.html?_r=0
https://www.johndenugent.com/english/in-memoriamwillis-allison-carto/
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Belgian Jewish newspaper claims “gas chambers” are "the Holocaust"
Published by Carolyn on Sat, 2016-01-30 00:35

On January 19, an Antwerp-based Jewish monthly, Joods
Actueel,filed a complaint with the country's watchdog on
journalism over an interview in a daily newspaper, De Morgen.
The interviewee was well-known revisionist Siegfried Verbeke,
shown at right in 2010. In the course of the interview, Verbeke
said:
“Of course gas chambers existed, hundreds of them. To
disinfect the clothes of people who went through them.
But gas chambers designed to kill people never existed,
no.”
In
its
complaint
against De
Morgen, Joods
Actueel cited legislation from 1995 that forbids claiming
the Holocaust did not happen – a law which the Jewish
monthly's editor-in-chief Michael Freilich claims was broken both
by De Morgen and by Verbeke.
So let's see—it's against the law in Belgium to say the Holocaust
didn't happen.
Verbeke didn't say that—he said homicidal gas chambers didn't
exist.
So is the existence of homicidal gas chambers equal to the
Holocaust? Or, put another way, does the Holocaust consist of

there being homicidal gas chambers in which millions of Jews
were “gassed to death?”
This has been thoroughly disproven since the 1980s.
This is a very important question. Will Belgium have to change
its law to make it illegal to say homicidal gas chambers didn't
exist? My guess is this case will never be prosecuted once they
realize they're opening a can of worms, even though Antwerp
Mayor Bart De Wever expressed support for Verbeke's
prosecution.
*http://www.jta.org/2016/01/19/newsopinion/world/b
elgian-jewish-newspaper-complains-over-holocaustdenier-interview-in-daily
*http://carolynyeager.net/belgian-jewish-newspaperclaims-%E2%80%9Cgas-chambers%E2%80%9D-areholocaust

Jim Rizoli - What Really Happened at Auschwitz? - Hour 1 January 29, 2016
Jim Rizoli is a cofounder, producer and interviewer of the League
In the members’ segment, we go deeper into the particulars of
of Extraordinary Revisionists, a series of discussions with key
mass human extermination and body disposal, which in reality
figures in the revisionist movement, as well as unsung heroes
was oddly inefficient considering the capabilities of sophisticated
and German survivors of the Allied atrocities. Prior to this
German engineering. Jim talks about Treblinka, a fabricated
project, Jim and his brother, Joe, formed Concerned Citizens
concentration camp that is tied in with some of the most
and Friends of Illegal Immigration Law Enforcement (CCFIILE),
shocking and mind boggling accounts of the holocaust chronicle.
an organization dedicated to alerting the public and addressing
We consider the false figures and perpetual lies that have made
the overwhelming problems associated with illegal immigration.
it possible for Jewish holocaust survivors to reap tremendous
In this discussion, Jim recounts how his activism that was
financial rewards, incentives that are protected by increasing
geared towards immigration issues in his town of Framingham,
hate speech laws and the threat of being blacklisted for
Massachusetts, a notorious gateway for illegals, led him to the
holocaust denial. Jim gets into the story of the alleged “architect
case of Ernst Zündel in Canada, a German publisher prosecuted
of the Nazi holocaust,” Adolf Eichmann, and other defendants in
for having reprinted the pamphlet, “Did 6 Million Really Die?”
the Nuremberg trials that were likely mentally tortured and
Jim talks about his run-ins with the ADL and SPLC once he and
threatened in exchange for their amenable testimonies. Later,
CCFIILE were picked up on the anti-Semitic radar for producing
Jim describes the revolutionary work of the League of
cable TV shows dealing with the holocaust, earning him a
Extraordinary Revisionists, and then we shift gears to the
reputation for being a hate group ringleader. Jim explains the
current immigration catastrophe that is changing the face of
big issues of the official holocaust story that stood out for him
Europe and the US.
and what prompted him to investigate the peculiar details of
supposed concentration camp gas chambers at the Auschwitz
complex. We discuss the Russian renovations of the camps after
WWII that were the finishing touches on the concocted story of
4 million prisoner lives taken at the hands of evil Germans. We
also get into the some of the outrageous survivor claims and
testimonies that have perpetuated the wartime horror stories
that gave the camps such sinister reputations. Further, Jim
details the logistics of crematoriums that were operating to
manage the body counts from colossal typhus outbreaks,
starvation, and Allied Forces bombing campaigns, among other
war atrocities.
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